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Jolma Architects

Jolma Architects Ltd is a Finland based architecture � rm 
specialising in research, urban design, and communication. We 
are located in the beautiful city of Tampere in the southwest 

of Finland. We undertake national and international design 
competitions and projects.

We specialize in sustainable Nordic urban design, and strive to 
create neighbourhoods that are attractive places in which to live and 
work. Jolma Architects also has expertise in sustainable modular 
wooden buildings using innovative novel timber products. Our 
contemporary buildings are designed using the very latest in circular 
economy thinking with a focus on added value throughout the life 
cycle of the building.  
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Tervetuloa!

Welcome! Jolma Architects is looking for enthusiastic 
and talented interns to work with us on exciting 
national and international architectural design 

competitions and projects related to urban design, housing design 
and architectural composition. Candidates may be students or recent 
graduates who are looking to gain valuable industry experience with 
an innovative architecture practice.

We believe in making the most of opportunities. � at’s why we 
encourage our interns to take full advantage of their time in Finland, 
whether it be seeing the northern lights, enjoying nearly 24 hours 
of sunshine in the summer, or ice swimming in the winter. We also 
regularly plan social activities together as a team including sauna 
evenings. Understanding local knowledge is an important part of 
projects. We like to plan excursions to visit sites we’re designing 
around Finland, and o� en combine these with visits to important 
Finnish buildings and areas. 
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Internship

We o� er a friendly and encouraging environment 
where interns can gain knowledge of urban design 
and architecture in Finland and gain experience in a 

professional and fast-paced o�  ce. Interns are able to rent a place in a 
shared apartment located close to the o�  ce. Candidates are required 
to source outside funding such as the Erasmus + program or similar. 

During the internship interns will gain speci� c experience in best 
practices of professional architectural work� ow, Scandinavian 
architecture and building design, conceptual design of public 
buildings, professional 3D modelling, urban design and 
circular economy concepts, and architectural presentation and 
postproduction. Interns also have the opportunity to partake in 
research and writing for online publications. 

To apply, please send an email to hr@jolma.�  attaching your latest 
portfolio, together with a cover letter con� rming your eligibility 
for funding and setting out why you would like to undertake an 
internship with Jolma Architects. 

Internships 2021
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The apartment is 119,5m2 and designed by 
the o�  ce of Alvar Aalto.

Finding a suitable place to live in an unfamiliar country can 
be di�  cult. Our internships come with the possibility to rent 
a place in an exclusive shared apartment. � e apartment is 

119,5m2 and designed by the o�  ce of Alvar Aalto. � e apartment 
is furnished with antique furniture designed by Alvar Aalto. � e 
apartment is fully furnished, with beds, blankets, kitchen appliances 
and cutlery. Other amenities include a washing machine, dishwasher, 
microwave, kettle, co� ee maker, toaster, hairdryer and vacuum 
cleaner. 

� e apartment is located in the centre of the beautiful town 
of Tampere in Western Finland, just 600 m from the o�  ce. 
Accommodation in the apartment and a separate bedroom is subject 
to availability.
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Apartment
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Artek Chair 69
1935

Artek Chair 46
1960s

Artek Table 81b
1935

Artek Table MX800A
1954

Armchair 45
1947

Artek Armchair 406
1939

� e apartment is furnished in period furniture designed by the o�  ce of 
Alvar Aalto.

Furniture
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María García Martínez

Farimah Piraei Ondřej Král

Judyta Maciejiczek Duccio Toti

“Woking in jolma gave me the opportunity to 
improve my skills, meet amazing people, and 
discover a country that I would love to return 

to in the future.”

“� ere is so much I enjoy about this internship with Jolma 
Architects such as meeting people from all over the world, 
being familiar with Finnish culture, and growing my skills 

and experiences in a professional work environment.” 

"Internship in Jolma its a great experience and 
opportunity to learn how to adapt to di� erent 
environment and culture. Also you can explore 

Finland and fall in love with the city of Tampere."

“� e fellowship among the teammates and the 
company trips were extremely valuable for me, 

both in my personal and working life.”

"A unique opportunity to learn about Finnish culture 
and architecture, work with professionals in the sector 
and travel the country in search of information useful 

for personal growth. "

"I enjoy working with people from all around 
the world and exchanging knowledge. I am 
glad I have the option to work on some very 

interesting competitions."
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Experience

Javier Albacete Ródenas
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Contact

hr@jolma.� 
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